[Mechanism of tonifying kidney and removing blood stasis recipe in modulation of immune senescence].
This experiment was from 3 aspects to study the relationship between modulating immune senescence and the improvement of free radical metabolism by the recipe of Baweidankun decoction (BWDKD). The results showed that the production of IL-2 decreased, the content of LPO increased and the activity of catalase (CAT) declined in old mice. After medication of BWDKD the above-mentioned indices were modulated. The ozone inhaled mice revealed similar changes of aging in the above indices. After BWDKD administration, the content of LPO decreased, meanwhile, the activity of CAT and IL-2 were strengthened and showed linear correlation. It was discovered that the production of IL-2 decreased significantly after adding H2O2 into the culture of splenic lymphocytes, but when BWDKD was added simultaneously, the IL-2 production was restored to the level of control group, in which no H2O2 was added. The results suggested that the modulating effect of BWDKD on immune senescence was closely related with the improvement of free radical metabolism, and it provided a partial evidence for the viewpoint of "Vitality deficiency with blood stasis is the principal mechanism of senescence".